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This paper describes a software fix in order to tolerate multiple transient-faults in an application using code-redundancy of an application program that is enhanced with a new error-checking and switching technique. It is a low cost solution towards tolerating multiple bit-errors. This technique which is based on enhanced single-version scheme (ESVS), does not intend to correct errors. Rather it aims to mask various operational and environmental errors during the run-time of an application.
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1. INTRODUCTION

We should accept that relying on software techniques for obtaining fault tolerance and dependability means accepting some overhead in terms of increased size of code and reduced performance. Fault tolerance is the ability of a system to perform its function correctly even in the presence of internal faults. Transient faults occur once and then disappear. If the operation is repeated, the fault may go away. An intermittent fault occurs, then vanishes of its own accord, then reappears and so on. A permanent fault is one that continues to exist until the faulty component is repaired. Electrical transients often cause random bit-errors of application code, data and faulty program control resulting in erroneous output. Software Fault Tolerance is the reliance on “Design Redundancy” to mask residual design faults present in software program. The proposed technique adopts the strategy of defensive programming based on redundancy. Software is an indispensable element in many aspects of our daily lives. In addition to the costs of developing software, penalty costs resulting from software failure are even more significant.

The vast majority of hardware failures in modern microprocessors (MP), especially for transient faults, are because of the limited hardware detection in them [1]. Transient faults are random events. They occur when various noise sources cause an incorrect result. Normally, alpha particles and other cosmic radiation alter the state of latches and dynamic logic, resulting in logic errors. The frequency of the transient faults is low now. However, devices getting smaller in size with increased transistor density, higher clock...
frequency, and low power supply accompanied with deep sub-micron technology, do not only experience reduced noise margin and reliability but also experience increased impact of defects [7, 8].

In this proposed technique of enhanced single-version scheme (ESVS), each instruction of the basic processing logic is followed by a one-byte “NO-Operation (NOP)” instruction code. The memory locations or offsets of the inserted NOP-codes are known. Execution of NOP code does not alter the processor status word (PSW) and it provides a short-delay only. The immunity for the additional NOP code is checked before program control goes forward to execute adjacent application-instructions. As soon as one NOP code-corruption is detected, the checksum of the application code is computed and if this checksum does not match with the previously computed and stored checksum, then program control exits that corrupted image of the application code and data, and then starts execution from the beginning of the next image of the application already stored on memory. The required number of images of the application is \( f + 1 \) in order to tolerate \( f \) number of sequential faults. Thus, transient bit-errors are tolerated. Again, a faulty program flow caused by erroneous codes, is also prevented and the program control is brought to the beginning of the next subsequent image of the application. Thus, this technique saves the cost of developing multiple versions of the application and the cost of multiple machines, as required in \( N \) modular redundancy (NMR e.g. Triple Modular Redundancy) technique. This ESVS technique needs only multiple copies or images of the same version running on one machine sequentially. As only one image is executed at any point of time, this ESVS technique has no overhead of synchronization also. The ESVS uses only one version and one machine. That is why, this approach is a low cost solution towards fault tolerant computing. In this ESVS technique, error processing is performed through error detection and possible switching of results. In this paper, fault tolerance against multiple and random bit-errors is carried out through on-line error-checking and switching code, for results. The proposed technique is suitable for various medium-scale computer controlled application systems or various embedded systems also because of no unaffordable overhead on space and time redundancy.

2. BACKGROUND AND PREVIOUS WORKS

In order to achieve ultra reliability in computing, it is necessary to adopt the strategy of defensive programming based on redundancy i.e. fault tolerant software e.g., Recovery Blocks (RB) [1], \( N \)-Version Programming (NVP) [2]. In RB, the acceptance test condition is expected to be met by the successful execution of either the primary module or the alternate modules. When an acceptance test detects a primary module failure, an alternate module executes. If all alternate modules are exhausted, the system crashes. In NVP, \( N \) number of variants or alternates run simultaneously on \( N \) different machines and at the end of program, the results are voted for a majority one that is considered as a correct result. If no consensus in results is found then the NVP system crashes. However, both the RB and NVP need multiple versions of software to be developed independently using different languages, tools etc. In reality, designing one version of reliable software is itself a very costly and challenging task. Again, designing multiple versions of software is found to be very expensive and beyond reach for many medium scale industries.
However, in critical systems with real-time deadlines, voting at program’s end may not be acceptable. This scheme requires synchronization of the various software versions at comparison points. Errors that have no relation to each other are called random-bit errors. A burst error is a large error, disrupting numerous bits. In interleaving, data is interleaved or dispersed through the data stream prior to storage or transmission. With interleaving, the largest error that can occur in any block is limited to the size of the interleaved section. The field of error-correction codes is highly mathematical one. In general, two approaches are used: block codes using algebraic methods, and convolution codes using probabilistic methods. With interleaving, off-line correction of burst errors becomes easier with high time redundancy. A Self-Stabilizing system \cite{3} cannot recover from random errors within a finite number of steps. It is suitable for recovering from systematic errors. Interested readers may refer to other works on fault tolerance-through recovery \cite{4} and through a checksum over a row \cite{5}. However, a typical fault tolerance technique may not need to perform error correction because of the need for quick results.

3. UNDERSTANDING THE WORK

This proposed Enhanced Single Version Scheme (ESVS) technique needs $f$ number of copies or images of the enhanced application program and data, for tolerating $(f - 1)$ number of sequential faults. The application is enhanced by inserting “NO-Operation” (NOP) instruction codes after every basic-application-instruction code (say, $I_i$). During the run-time of an application, the error-processing code verifies for the possible NOP-code- corruption, as the locations of inserted NOP codes are known. If a NOP-code error is detected, a typical checksum is computed by XORing the application bytes and this checksum value is compared with the stored checksum value. If there is a mismatch, the program control switches to the next image of the application. The events of errors in NOP-codes and checksum, ascertain the possible errors in application-codes. The ESVS technique is explained in the following steps. The notation $L_{ij}$ denotes the byte-location of $i$-th NOP-code (i.e. inserted one) inside the $j$-th image of the application. The symbol \[ \] denotes the byte-content. In the following steps of the ESVS scheme, we have used three copies of an application. Each copy has two error-processing codes. Each error-process- ing code covers a set of application-instructions along with extra NOP codes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Image$_1$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/* 1st Error-processing code in the 1st image i.e., EPC$_1$. The symbol $\lor$ denotes logical ORing */</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If $(L_{11} = L_{21} = L_{31}) \lor (\text{run-time checksum} \neq \text{stored-checksum})$ then:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jump to the beginning of Image$_2$ /* Image$_1$ is faulty, so execute the next image */</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Endif</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I_1$ /* application-instruction-code */</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L_{11}$ NOP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I_2$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
L2^1  NOP
/* inserted NOP-code */
L3^1  NOP
/* 2nd Error-processing code in the 1st image i.e., EPC_2^1 */
If ([L4^1] == [L5^1] == [L6^1] ≠ NOP-code) then:
    Jump to the beginning of Image_2  /* Image_1 is faulty, so execute the next image */
Endif

I4
I5
I6
.
.
END  /* End of the Image_1 */

Image_2
/* 1st Error-processing code in the 2nd image i.e., EPC_1^2 */
The symbol ∨ denotes logical ORing */
If ([L1^2] == [L2^2] == [L3^2] ≠ NOP-code) ∨ (run-time-checksum ≠ stored-checksum) then:
    Jump to the beginning of Image_2  /* Image_2 is faulty, so execute the next image */
Endif

I1  /* application-instruction-code */
L1^2  NOP
L2^2  NOP  /* inserted NOP-code */
L3^2  NOP
/* 2nd Error-processing code in the 2nd image i.e., EPC_2^2 */
If ([L4^2] == [L5^2] == [L6^2] ≠ NOP-code) then:
    Jump to the beginning of Image_3  /* Image_2 is faulty, so execute the next image */
Endif

I4
I5
I6
.
.
END  /* End of the Image_2 */
Image$_3$

/* 1st Error-processing code in the 3rd image i.e., EPC$_3^1$.
The symbol $\lor$ denotes logical ORing */
If ([L$_1^3$] == [L$_2^3$] == [L$_3^3$] $\neq$ NOP-code) $\lor$ (run-time-checksum $\neq$ stored-checksum) then:
  If (Image$_4$ does exist) Then:
    Jump to the beginning of Image$_4$
  Else:
    System Crashes /* Reload and restart the application */
    /* Image$_3$ is faulty, so execute the next image if exists, other wise system crashes
because there is no spare correct image to execute. */
  Endif

I$_1$ /* application-instruction-code */
L$_1^3$ NOP
I$_2$
L$_2^3$ NOP /* inserted NOP-code */
I$_3$
L$_3^3$ NOP

/* 2nd Error-processing code in the 3rd image i.e., EPC$_3^2$ */
If ([L$_4^3$] == [L$_5^3$] == [L$_6^3$] $\neq$ NOP-code) then:
  If (Image$_4$ does exist) Then:
    Jump to the beginning of Image$_4$
  Else:
    System Crashes /* Reload and restart the application */
    /* Image$_3$ is faulty, so execute the next image if exists, other wise system crashes
because there is no spare image to run. */
  Endif

I$_4$
L$_4^3$ NOP
I$_5$
L$_5^3$ NOP
I$_6$
L$_6^3$ NOP
.
.
END /* End of the Image$_3$ */

Example:

- Compute the Factorial of $N$ using Intel 8086 MASM.
- We need to use error-processing code at the beginning of an image as well as at the beginning of a large application.
- We should put error-processing code at location prior to the branch instruction or to the procedure code also.
- One error-processing code is shown in this example.
• The number of instructions guarded by an error-processing code may vary.
• The higher this number is the longer the delay is for verification towards correct result.

Image₁
/* 1st Error-processing code in the 1st image i.e., EPC₁¹. The symbol ∨ denotes logical
ORing. The symbol ∀ denotes logical XORing. */
If ([L₁₁¹] ∨ [L₂₂¹] ∨ [L₃₂¹] ∨ [L₄₂¹] ∨ [L₅₂¹] ∨ [L₆₂¹] ∨ [L₇₂¹] ∨ [L₂₀¹] ∨ [L₁₁¹]
∀ [L₁₁²] ≠ 0) ∨ (run-time-checksum ∀ stored-checksum ≠ 0) then:
    Jump to the beginning of Image₂ /* Image₁ is faulty, so execute the next image */
Endif
MOV AH, 01 h ; Read the number N from keyboard
L₁₁¹ NOP
INT 21h ; Request INT 21h service 1
L₁₂¹ NOP
SUB AL, “0” ; Input number in AL
L₁₃¹ NOP
MOV DL, AL
L₁₄¹ NOP
DEC DL
L₁₅¹ NOP
MOV CX, DL ; Set the counter register for iteration
L₁₆¹ NOP
LVL1: MUL DL ; AX ← AL * DL
L₁₇¹ NOP
DEC DL
L₁₈¹ NOP
LOOP LVL1 ; Repeat through the level LVL1, until the counter register CX is
decreased to zero
L₁₉¹ NOP
MOV DL, AL
L₁₀¹ NOP
MOV AH, 02h
L₁₁¹ NOP
INT 21 h ; Display factorial
L₁₂¹ NOP
INT 20 h ; Stop
END

Image₂
/* 1st Error-processing code in the 2nd image i.e., EPC₂². The symbol ∨ denotes logical
ORing. The symbol ∀ denotes logical XORing. */
If ([L₁₁²] ∨ [L₂₂²] ∨ [L₃₂²] ∨ [L₄₂²] ∨ [L₅₂²] ∨ [L₆₂²] ∨ [L₇₂²] ∨ [L₂₀²] ∨ [L₁₁²]
∀ [L₁₁³] ≠ 0) ∨ (run-time-checksum ∀ stored-checksum ≠ 0) then:
    Jump to the beginning of Image₃ /* Image₂ is faulty, so execute the next image */
Endif
L₃² MOV AH, 01 h ; Read the number N from keyboard
| L_2 | NOP  | ; Request INT 21h service 1 |
| L_3 | INT 21h |
| L_4 | NOP  | ; Input number in AL |
| L_5 | SUB AL, “0” |
| L_6 | NOP  | |
| L_7 | MOV DL, AL |
| L_8 | NOP  | |
| L_9 | MOV CX, DL | ; Set the counter register for iteration |
| L_10 | LVL1: NOP |
| L_11 | MOV DL |
| L_12 | DEC DL |
| L_13 | MUL DL | ; AX ← AL * DL |
| L_14 | DEC DL |
| L_15 | LOOP LVL1 |
| L_16 | MOV DL, AL |
| L_17 | MOV AH, 02h |
| L_18 | INT 21h | ; Display factorial |
| L_19 | MOV AH, 01h | ; Read the number N from keyboard |
| L_20 | INT 21h | ; Request INT 21h service 1 |
| L_21 | SUB AL, “0” | ; Input number in AL |
| L_22 | MOV DL, AL |
| L_23 | DEC DL |
| L_24 | END |

**Image_3**

/* 1st Error-processing code in the 3rd image i.e., EPC_3. The symbol ∨ denotes logical ORing. The symbol ∀ denotes logical XORing. */

If (\(L_1 \land L_2 \land L_3 \land L_4 \land L_5 \land L_6 \land L_7 \land L_8 \land L_9 \land L_{10} \land L_{11} \land L_{12} \neq 0\)) \lor (run-time-checksum \lor stored-checksum \neq 0), then:

- If Image_4 exists, then:
  - Jump to the beginning of Image_4  /* Image_3 is faulty, so execute the next image */
  - Else:
    - System crashes.  /* Reload and Restart the application */

End if

End if

MOV AH, 01h  ; Read the number N from keyboard
NOP
INT 21h  ; Request INT 21h service 1
NOP
SUB AL, “0”  ; Input number in AL
NOP
MOV DL, AL
NOP
DEC DL
NOP
END
MOV CX, DL ; Set the counter register for iteration
LVL1: MUL DL ; AX ← AL * DL
DEC DL
LOOP LVL1
MOV DL, AL
MOV AH, 02h
INT 21h ; Display factorial
INT 20h ; Stop
END

4. BAYESIAN ANALYSIS AND CONTRIBUTION

Based on the basic steps as stated in the previous section and the Bayesian analysis, we get the following possible program flows for deriving the probability of uncertainty of this ESVS scheme. We have taken the ESVS scheme with three images of an application. Each image (as shown in the example) has one block of code. For each image (or a block of code), we have used one error-processing code here. Here, each block of code consists of twelve application-instructions and twelve extra NOP instructions. A larger program may have multiple block of codes and in such case we need to avoid inter block branching. The notation EPC_{1}^{1} indicates the erroneous NOP code in the block B_{1}. I_{1} denotes the Image_{1} code.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Block size (or one image size)</th>
<th>No Fault</th>
<th>Tolerating 1 Fault</th>
<th>Tolerating 2 Faults</th>
<th>Space Redundancy (Executable Code Size)</th>
<th>Probability of Uncertainty (on Fault Coverage)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12 application-instructions + 12 NOP instructions</td>
<td>O(2)</td>
<td>O(2.6)</td>
<td>O(3.3)</td>
<td>O(3.8)</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 application-instructions + 30 NOP instructions</td>
<td>O(1.93)</td>
<td>O(2.52)</td>
<td>O(3.14)</td>
<td>O(3.3)</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 application-instructions + 40 NOP instructions</td>
<td>O(1.91)</td>
<td>O(2.4)</td>
<td>O(2.9)</td>
<td>O(3.1)</td>
<td>0.23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The all possible program flows (the ESVS with three images only):

1. EPC_{1}^{1} → I_{1}, (No fault at Image_{1} code is detected, so execute the Image_{1} application code).
(2) $\text{EPC}_1^{1*}$ (fault is detected in $I_1$, so skip the $I_1$) $\rightarrow$ $\text{EPC}_1^{2} \rightarrow I_2^*$ ($I_2^*$ is detected OK, so execute the $I_2$ and thus one fault is tolerated).

(3) $\text{EPC}_1^{1*}$ (fault in $I_1$) $\rightarrow$ $\text{EPC}_1^{2*}$ (fault in $I_2$) $\rightarrow$ $\text{EPC}_1^{3} \rightarrow I_2^*$ (Two faults are tolerated).

(4) $\text{EPC}_1^{1*}$ (fault in $I_1$) $\rightarrow$ $\text{EPC}_1^{2*}$ (fault in $I_2$) $\rightarrow$ $\text{EPC}_1^{3*}$ (fault in $I_3$) $\rightarrow$ CRASH, (No spare is there to be executed, so application needs to be restarted).

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

To evaluate the feasibility and effectiveness of this proposed ESVS approach, we have applied this approach on a set of simple C programs (used as benchmarks) by manually modifying their source code according to its rules. Motorola 68040 processor and the compiler-Single step 7.4 by SDS, Inc., have been used with disabling all compiler optimizations when compiling the ESVS based application with four images. It is observed that on average, the size of the executable code is increased by 2.58 times and the source code grows by 4.66 times. An average slow-down of about 2.5 times is observed for tolerating two sequential faults. The fault injection environment as described in [6], is built around an application board hosting a 25 MHz Motorola 68040 processor, 2 Mbytes of RAM memory, and some peripheral devices. Fault injection is performed exploiting an ad hoc hardware device which allows monitoring the program execution and triggering a fault injection procedure when a given point is reached. For experiments, the adopted fault model is the single-bit flip into memory locations. Faults are randomly generated. On injecting total 2000 randomly generated faults (500 in the memory area containing data, and 1500 in the memory area containing the code) in an application (based on ESVS with two images) of Matrix multiplication of two matrices composed of $8 \times 8$ integer values, out of total 2000 errors the number of hardware detected (by Error Detection Mechanisms e.g., microprocessor exceptions) is 382 and the Software detected (by this ESVS approach in case of disagreement among the NOP code) is 774 and the fail silent (not producing any difference in the program behavior) is 841. The rest 3 are the fail silent violations (not detected by any error detection methods).

Again, on injecting total 2000 randomly generated faults (500 in the memory area containing data, and 1500 in the memory area containing the code) in an application (ESVS based with two images) of solving a series of twenty quadratic equations, out of total 2000 errors, the number of hardware detected (by Error Detection Mechanisms e.g., microprocessor exceptions) is 423 and the Software detected (by this ESVS approach in cases of disagreement among the extra NOP instructions) is 782 and the fail silent (not producing any difference in the program behavior) is 791. The rest 4 is for fail silent violations (not detected by any error detection methods).

On an average, out of total 2000 errors, the average number of hardware detected (by Error Detection Mechanisms e.g., microprocessor exceptions) is 403 and the average number of Software detected (by this ESVS approach in such case of disagreement among the extra NOP instructions) is 778 and the average number of fail silent (not producing any difference in the program behavior) is 816. The average number of fail silent violations (not detected by any error detection methods) is 3.

This work aims not to tolerate software design bugs, rather it aims to design a robust and a low cost solution for tolerating transient faults of multiple bit flips during the exe-
cution of an application through adopting the code redundancy along with self-checking code. It can tolerate two consecutive faults on using only two copies of an application. Wrong inter-block program flow inside an application is detected when a program control enters a block without executing its error-processing code, and such events can be caught by employing and examining the MR_EC variable which holds the error-code number that got executed most recently. However, a wrong program flow within a block of code in an application cannot be detected in this ESVS approach. Again, the detection of a wrong program flow out of the application image but in between the two copies of an application is limited by the number (on average, it is half the number of bytes in a copy of an application) of extra NOP code, in between two copies only. Again, an error that may occur in a block after the execution of its error-processing code remains undetected until the re-usage of a block. In other words, the fault detection capability of this ESVS scheme is limited over the errors in a block that might have occurred before the execution of its error-code only and such errors get detected only at the subsequent reference of the erroneous block. We rely that such error which occurs just after the execution of an error processing code, will get detected by the microprocessor’s exception handling mechanism. Thus, this ESVS along with processor’s exceptions is an effective solution to attain non-fail-stop kind of fault tolerance through hardening a processor-based application at the cost of an affordable overhead on both the time and space.

6. COST, EFFECTIVENESS AND RELIABILITY

Depending on the degree of expected computation-reliability, the error-processing code can be inserted more frequently. At this example, after every twelve (say, N) application-instruction-codes, the error-processing code is inserted. At the event of detected fault, the time for switching to next image for results, consists the execution time of the in between application-instruction-codes (N) and N number of NOP-codes (i.e. N machine clocks), and the execution time of the error-processing-code. The switching time is proportional to the value of N for a typical sized application program. In an application where switching time is not so critical, the value of N can be higher. In other words, number of insertions of the error-processing-code is lower. For an application with few number codes, only one error-processing-code can be inserted at the beginning of an image. This technique covers the faults over the entire application program. The selection of NOP-code for insertion, is guided by the knowledge that it is one byte long and it provides a delay of machine clock only without changing the processor-status-word (PSW). It is assumed that if a NOP-code is corrupted then its adjacent application-instruction-codes are also corrupted because of the fault model of multiple byte-errors in random. In order to overcome the limitations of this checksum over multiple bit-errors, extra NOP-codes are inserted inside the application-code and the task for detecting possible corrupted NOP-codes is performed. Again, for another fault model where NOP-codes are not corrupted but one application-instruction is corrupted, then the checksum checking method is able to detect such fault and then the program control switches to another image of the enhanced application program. Again, if one of the error-processing-code is corrupted then such error is detected by a subsequent error-processing-code. When all the f images are corrupted then this SV technique crashes. In other words, this Single-Ver-
sion technique can tolerate total \((f - 1)\) number of faults by keeping total \(f\) number of images of the enhanced application program. The proposed approach has been adopted in programs like bubble sort and average computation. An average slow-down of about 3 times is observed. Average number of fail silent faults is about 850, hardware detected faults (detected by a hardware Error Detection Mechanisms EDMs) is about 205 and the Software detected (i.e., detected by the proposed software approach) is about 743. Fault injection is performed exploiting an ad hoc hardware device.

Effectiveness of both the recovery block and the \(N\)-version programming schemes relies [10] on the fact that they are basically intended to detect software design bugs. Environmental faults cannot be tolerated by RB and NVP schemes. They employ design diversification on both the software and hardware. Reliability of both the recovery block scheme and the \(N\)-Version Programming (NVP) scheme with three design variants is 0.66. It is assumed that only one fault occurs. Whereas the proposed ESVS scheme gains the reliability of 0.79 (or uncertainty of 0.21 only). ESVS is not intended to tolerate software design bugs. Effectiveness of the proposed ESVS scheme in tolerating run-time operational faults is high. Because, it tolerates environmental transient faults during the run time of an application on using only a single version code of an application on a single reliable machine. ESVS assumes that software has been designed correctly on employing little extra design time and software has no design bug. ESVS is suitable for both small and medium size applications.

The average cost ratio (i.e., the cost of fault tolerant software/cost of non-fault tolerant software) [9] for three variant Recovery blocks is 2.37. Again, the three variant NVP scheme bears the average cost ratio of 2.25. Whereas the proposed ESVP scheme that does not use any design diversification bears the average cost ratio of 1.31 only. Extra enhanced code on error processing contribute only 0.31 at the average cost.

7. CONCLUSION

The proposed ESVS technique is a low cost and an effective solution towards designing a fault tolerant application system because it saves the cost of designing multiple independent versions of the application software and the cost of multiple machines, as required by \(N\)-modular system or NVP system. This ESVS technique has no overhead with the synchronization tasks as needed in NVP system. This ESVS technique needs only \(f\) number of images of the enhanced application software running sequentially on one machine only, in order to tolerate \((f - 1)\) number of faults with a fail-stop failure model (i.e., detection of fault and stopping execution) and with multiple random byte-errors. Error correction is not incorporated in this technique because of very high time redundancy with multiple byte-error recovery codes. However, this ESVS technique can be tailored to fit the exact requirement of a typical application system with proper study and an additional time for designing such single-version fault-tolerant application system. The overhead of extra execution time and space redundancy can easily be afforded using an affordable and modern high speed processing system, in order to gain such reliable computation. This new ESVS technique is also useful for preventing erroneous results caused by corrupted codes. This technique is also a useful tool for designing various computer controlled application systems.
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